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Some general results concerning derivations of finitely generated Lie algebras are 
established. These are employed in order to determine the derivations and centrai 
extensions of KacPMoody Lie algebras. C 1983 ;2cademic Press. Inc. 
The significance of derivations for Lie theory primarily resides in their 
affinity to low dimensional cohomology- groups. Their determination 
therefore frequently affords insight into structural features of Lie algebras 
which do not figure prominently in the defining properties. In connection 
with isomorphism problems the vector spaces Der,(L, L) and Der,(L, L* ) 
of derivations and dual space derivations, respectively, are of particular 
interest. In the latter case the close interrelation between H’(L, L*) and 
H’(L: F) reveals that derivations may be utilized in order to classify central 
extensions of Lie algebras (cf. [5, 61). 
One of the most efficient tools in the investigation of finite dimensional 
Lie algebras is the root space decomposition relative to a Cartan sub- 
algebra. Techniques based on the corresponding gradation were extensively 
employed by Block in [IS] in the determination of the central extensions of 
the classical and some non-classical simple Lie algebras. More recently, 
Winter [13] used similar methods in order to study derivations of classical 
Albert-Zassenhaus algebras. The fact that these methods bear fruit even for 
infinite dimensional algebras was first observed by Berman [3: 41. 
This paper is concerned with the determination of derivations of graded 
Lie algebras with values in graded modules. Our results which are 
applicable to finitely generated Lie algebras of arbitrary dimension, provide 
a conceptual framework for the above mentioned papers. We shall be 
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mainly interested in applications pertaining to Kac-Moody Lie algebras 
and their “Borel” subalgebras. As regards the latter, our results appear to 
be new even in the finite dimensional case and may shed new light on the 
classification of complete solvable Lie algebras. 
1. DERIVATIONS OF GRADED LIE ALGEBRG 
Let G be an abelian group, L = egE c L, a G-graded Lie algebra over 
an algebraically closed field F. We shall always assume that the group G is 
generated by (g E G; L, Z 01. An L-module V is said to be G-graded if 
v= @geG V, and L,. V,c If,+,,, Vg: h E G. Note that L and z := (f E L*; 
f(L,) = 0 for all but finitely many g E G) are G-graded L-modules, the 
gradation of the latter being given by 
(I), := (f~ L*;f(L,) = 0, Vh E G\ ( -g; >. 
DEFINITION. A linear mapping cp: L + V is called a derication if 
cp([.u,?:]j=x.cp(~)-4'.'p(x), Vx, JEL. The derivations of the form 
x+x. \:(\‘E V) are called inner. We say that a derivation cp has degree g 
(deg(q)=g) if cp#O and cp(L,)e Vg/g-,I, VIZEG. 
We let Der,(L, V) and Inn,(L, V) denote the spaces of derivations and 
inner derivations, respectively, and write Der,(L, V)g := (‘p E Der,(L, V); 
deg(cp) =g} u (0). Note that 
H’(L: V) := Der,(L, V)lInn,(L, V) 
is the first cohomology group of L with coefficients in V. 
Throughout this paper, L is assumed to be finitely generated (as a Lie 
algebra). It is easily seen that this forces G to be finitely generated. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let V be a G-graded L-module. Then 
Der,(L, V)e @ Der,(L, V),. 
geG 
ProojI For each element g E G we let pg : L + L, and rrg : V -+ V, denote 
the canonical projections. According to our general assumption there is a 
finite subset SC L generating L. Let cp: L --+ V be a derivation. Then there 
are finite sets Q, R c G such that 
SC x L, and cp(S) c c c/,. (lj 
geQ gsR 
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= x ,I ’ (P&k) - *yk ~&,!: 
it follows that qn is contained in Der,(L, V),. 
Let T := (g - h; h E Q, g E R;. Then T is finite and we obtain, observing 
fL 1): for y E S 
This shows that the derivations cp and zqs T ‘ps coincide on S. As S 
generates L, we obtain cp = I,, T q4. This proves the assertion. 1 
The following result establishes conditions under which the study of 
Der,(L, V) can be reduced to that of its constituent of degree zero. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let V be a G-graded L-module such that 
(a) H’(L,, Vg’,)=O, YgEG\.>{O}. 
(b j Hom,,(L,, V,) = 03 for gfiz. 
Then Der,(L, V) = Der,(L, V), + Inn,(L, Vi. 
Prooj: Let cp : L -+ V be a derivation. According to ( 1.1) we can decom- 
pose cp into its homogeneous components: cp = &.G (pg, VIE Der,(L, V),. 
Suppose that g # 0. Then ‘pg 1 Lg is a derivation from L, into the L,-module 
V,. By virtue of (a) qglLO is inner; i.e., there is tig E V, such that 
q,(x) = ?s. cg, Vx E L,. Consider $g: L + V, $,(x) := q,(x) -x cg x E L. 
Then $g is a derivation of degree g which vanishes on L,. Hence tis is a 
homomorphism of L,-modules and condition (b) entails the vanishing of 
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$g on L, for every h E G. Consequently, ‘pge Inn,(L, V): proving the 
desired result. 1 
Remark. Conditions (a) and (b) of the preceding result are always 
valid, when L and V admit weight space decompositions L = HO 
0 IsG’: {O; L,- ‘= @zcG V, relative to a finite dimensional Cartan sub- 
algebra H of L such that all the weight spaces are finite dimensional. The 
first condition readily follows from Lemma 3 of [l] while (b) is a 
consequence of the definitions. 
If F has characteristic 0 and Lo is finite dimensional semisimple then, as 
is well known, (a) is satisfied whenever VC is finite dimensional. 
Let z: L + V be a homomorphism of L-modules of degree 0; i.e., 
s(L,)c V,, VgEG. If o:G + F is h-linear, then the linear mapping 
(P~,~: L -+ V which is given by (Pi,: = o(g) r(x,), ‘v’7/xp E L,, VgE G is a 
derivation of degree zero. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that 
(a) G is-free with basis {g,, . . . . g,}. 
(b) L, is a finite dimensional irreducible Lo-module, 1 < i < n; L --si is 
either finite dimensional irreducible or zero, 1 < i G n. 
(c) [L,, L-J # 0 wheneoer L_, # 0. 
(d) L. is generated bjl L, + C;=, (Lg, + Lpg,). 
Let cp :L + L be a derivation of degree 0 which annihilates Lo. Then there 
exists a B-linear mapping G: G -+ F such that cp = CgaG a(g)Pg. 
Proqfi Note that cp )4: L, -+ L, is a homomorphism of Lo-modules 
VgE G. It follows from (b) that there are scalars ai, fii~ FT 1 < i6 n such 
that cp ILg. = zi ihE, and rp I+, = fij idLmg;(if L ~gi # 0). Suppose that Lpgl # 0. 
According to (c) there are xi EL,;, ,ri E’L ~g, such that [xi, yi] # 0. Then 
O = V( Cxi, Yil) = tsli + Pi)[I-xi, J’il, 
proving that Bi= -xi. Let 6: G +Fbe given by o(gi)=sli, l<idn. The 
above entails in the vanishing of the derivation 
q’= q - c dg) pg on Lo f i (L,! + L--gi). 
gtG i=l 
Since this set generates L, the assertion follows. 1 
The following result gives a criterion which allows the extension of 
derivations of Lo to degree zero derivations of L. This method is 
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attributable to Benkart and Moody [2] who used this technique in the 
study of derivations of tensor products. We let Cen(L) := {T: L -+ L; 
T( [x: y]) = [x, r(y)] > denote the centroid of L. 
PROPOSITIOK 1.4. Suppose that G ix free with basis {gl, .~.~ g,> and 
assume there exist tli E Cen( L), 1 d i B n such that 
(a) deg(B;) = gi, 1 G id 12. 
(b) 8, is incertible, 1 d i 4 n. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(1) The mapping E: Der,(L,, L,) -+ Hom,(L, L) Izhich i3 given by 
qq)lL, := ey: c . . . Jph2vcee;mk ...se-411 
Der,(L,, L,) injectic& into Der,(L, Lj,. 
, L, for g = z:!= I nz, gi iqm 
(2) tfL=L’, then ImE={$EDer,(L,L),; 1/1cOi=Bi2$, lfidr?;. 
Proof For m := (m,, . . . . m,) E 72’ we write @’ := Sy! s . . . t 67. Clearly, 
@ECen(L) for-&EZ”. We also note that 
e5$lLz=$2ejLz, for $I, eECetl(Lj. (* 1 
(1 j We first show that E(ti)~Der,(L, Lj. To that end, let XEL,, 
,Y E L, and assume that g = x;=l m,gi, h = C;=l sigj. Then 
~(~)([,~,~])=eyi+~~~ ....enm”+5nC(pzer(mlT5!)C ...~e,!~l”+~~)(~~~;~]). 
Since (D(L’) c L*( * j yields 
=@‘+‘([W”(X), cp(e-“(g))l)fe”+=“(I~(e-“(x)): e-q:cjj) 
= Br([x, cp(e-qy))]) + eq[cp(e-=(xj): yj) 
= Cx’ E(rpj(y)l + [E(cpj(xj, 1!]. 
Consequently, E(p) E Der,(L, L),. Since E(cp)l LO = rp, it follows that E is 
injective. 
(2) Suppose that $ = E(q), cp EDer,(L,; L,). Put Ed= (6V):GjGil 
1 didn. Then we obtain for g=Ci=! m,g, 
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Consequently, $ commutes with tii. Assume, conversely that tj E 
Der,(L, L), commutes with ei, 16 id n and consider q := ij 1 L0. Then we 
have E(cp)l.p=8’=“=cp~8-“ILp=~n15~-~2~ILg=~ILg, thusE(cp)=cp. 1 
We conclude this section with a subsidiary result regarding semidirect 
sums. Let Ja L be an ideal and consider the L-submodule V’ := { 1; E V; 
x.c=o, VXEJ} of V. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let A c L be a subalgebra, Ja L an ideal. If L = A @J, 
then et:er)’ derkation cp : A --* VJ can be extended to a derication 4: L + V 
by setting e(J) = 0. 
Proof: It suflices to verify the defining property for a E A and XE J. 
Then @([a,~])=0 and a.@(x)--x.@(a)= -x.$(a)=0 as $(a)E V’. 1 
2. DERIVATIONS OF KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS 
From now on we shall suppose that F has characteristic 0. Let 
A=(a,)t~si,i<- denote an (n x n)-matrix of rank 6. Following Mac- 
Donald [lo] we denote by 9 = g(A) the Kac-Moody Lie algebra 
associated to A. There exists an abelian subalgebra A c.9 of dimension 
2n - 4 and linear mappings z : A + F such that 9 = A 0 @ 1 z0 g,, where 
gl={xq; [h,x]=cl(h)x,vhEd). An element x E J%*\(O) with 9x #O 
is called a root. There are linearly independent elements hi: . ..) h, E A 
and a,) . . . . a, E A* such that xj(hi)=av. Furthermore, we have eiEy’,,, 
J;.E~-,,, ldidn with [ei,fi]=6iihi, ldi,jdn and pz,=F.ei, ypz, = 
F.fi, 1 < id n. Every root CI can be written as a = x;= i m,a, where 
mi 2 0, 1 < i < n, or nzi < 0, 1 d i < n. Accordingly, roots are called posititle 
(> 0) or negatice (< 0). We shall also consider the subalgebra 
d:=&(A) :=A@ @l>O~z which will be referred to as the Bore1 subalgebra 
of 8. It is well known that if A is an indecomposable Cartan-matrix of 
positive type, then p is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra and 8 is a 
Bore1 subalgebra of 8. In the general case one can find an abelian sub- 
algebra a c 4 such that 
(a) A==@@;=, Fh,. 
(b) p=a@g’where q’= [f>p]. 
According to (1.5) every linear mappingf: a + C(p) from a into the center 
C(g) of 9 extends to a derivation qf of L by setting pr(g’) = 0. Let 
r := (V&E HomAa, c(g))). 
THEOREMS 2.1. Suppose that aii# 0, 1 < i< n. Then Der,(p(A), 
y(A)) = rQ Inn&(A), g(A)) and dim, H’(p(A), g(A)) = (n - 0’. 
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Proqf We let G = Zr, 0 . . . @ ZX,~ denote the root lattice of 9. Then 9 
is G-graded with ,qO = &. Since 9 is by construction generated by 
& @ @;= r (Fei@ F’.), (1.1) applies. As yY is finite dimensional idr E G 
(cf. [ lO] ), Lemma 3 of [ 1 ] entails the validity of condition (a) of ( 1.2). 
Clearly, (b) holds as well and we conclude that 
DerAg, 9) = DerAp, ~1~ +Inn&. 9). 
Suppose that cp is a derivation of degree 0. 
!i) y(h) = C(g). 
Since 9 leaves 9% invariant we obtain for every root z and every two 
elements h E A, x, E qz’:,, (0). 
Hence $(h) E fir=, ker zi = C(B j, by p. 85 of [lo]. It follows in particular 
that mi(cp(h,)) =0, 1 d i9 n. Since f2, and fez, are one dimensional there 
are j-;, rri~ F such that cp(e,) = i.iei; cp(h) = cr;fi. Then cpjh,) = cp( [ei,L.]) = 
(L,+ ci) hi and 0 = zi(cp(ki)) = (E.i+ Go) ajj. Since aiifO we obtain ii+ gj= 0 
and (P(h,j = 0. Consequently, we obtain 
(ii) cp(iz,) = 0, 1 <i<?Z. 
Next we claim that 
(iii) Der,( 8, B)~ c r+ Inn,( 8: 8). 
We consider for qEDer,(g, F)~, f:= (pia. By (i).fEHom,(a, C(g)) and 
(ii) shows that cp’ := cp - yf is a derivation of degree 0 which annihilates &‘. 
Our introductory remarks illustrate the validity of (at(d) of (1.3). Hence 
there is o:G-+F such that q’=~,EG~(r)py. Choose ;I;, . . . . h:ER such 
that z&/r:) = 6,: 1 d i,j d n and consider h := C;= I ~(a~) hl,. Let, 
Z=x;“=i F?Z,X~ be an element of G and let X, E fX. Then 
[h, x,] = x(h) x, = f i G(ZJ ,n,z,(h;)) x, 
i=lj=l 
= 
Thus P’ = ad h and 40 E r+ Inn,(g, 8). Next we let cp be an element of 
l-n Inn&g, 9). Since r is contained in Der,( 9, 9)0, we find FZ E 4 such that 
q=ad h. As cp(e,)=O, ldi<n we obtain k~lT;=~ker ni=C(g). Thus 
v=adh=O. 
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Since a and C( 9) have dimension n-G (cf. [lo p. 851) it follows that 
dim,H’( 8, 9) = dim,F= (n -C)‘. 1 
Remark. Recently, Benkart and Moody determined Der,( f’(A), g’(A)) 
for an afline Cartan matrix (a = 12 - 1). Their result shows that H’( y’(A), 
g’(A)) is isomorphic to the Witt algebra and thereby, in particular, infinite 
dimensional. 
Next we consider the bore1 subalgebra 6. Observing that d is a semidirect 
sum d=&Q @Z,Oy.l= 4’0 8’ we see that every linear mapping 
f: A + C(L) extends to a derivation. q,-: d -+ d via ~~(6’) = 0. Let r := { qr; 
fe Hom,(d: C(e))). 
THEOREM 2.2. Der,(d, G) = r@ Inn,(&, 6) and 
dim,H’(L, 8) = (2n - /)(n - e). 
ProojI According to (1.1) and (1.2) we have Der,(L, 6) = Der,(d, &)O + 
Inn,(d, 8). Let q : 8 -+ & be a derivation of degree zero. As in (2.1) it follows 
that q maps & into C(e). Put f := cp I,+. Then cp’ := cp - ‘pr is a derivation 
of degree zero which annihilates /z. Thus, in accordance with (1.3) we can 
find a Z-linear mapping 0: G -+ F such that cp’ = CgeC G(g) ps. The 
argument employed in the proof of (2.1) now shows that cp’ is an inner 
derivation. Hence cp E r + Inn,(G, L). Clearly, F n Inn,( 8, 8) = 0 and since 
dim, C(&)=n--L we obtain dim,H’(b, d)=(2n-t)(n--tj. 1 
Remark. The above result demonstrates particularly that bore1 sub- 
algebras of finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras are complete 
(centerless with only inner derivations). 
3. CENTRAL EXTENSIOKS OF KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS 
Given a finitely generated G-graded Lie algebra L = egEG L, we shall 
be interested in the space Der,(L, L*). As indicated above, L* contains the 
G-graded submodule ,? = egs c E, where 2, := (SE L*; f(Lh) = 0, 
Vh E G\( -g}}. The following result links the two corresponding 
cohomology groups: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 0: G + F be Z-linear such that 
(4 0 ~‘(ajn{gEG;Lg#O} isfiniteV’r:EF. 
(b) I&G o( g j pg is an inner derivation. 
Then the canonical mapping Der,(L, E) + Der,(L, L* j induces an 
isomorphism H’(L, 1) N H’(L, L*). 
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ProoJ We proceed in several steps. Let qn: L + L* be a derivation. 
According to (b) there is J,, E L such that ad ~7~ = Cgt G g(g) pg. Let xg, +x:1 
be elements of L, and L,, respectively. Then 
(G(g) f G(hjj d-Y&G)= G(g) (P(-xg)(-xh) + G(h) dxg)(Xh! 
= cp(C?‘o, -~glNxh) + a(h) (P@Jbd 
= (I?o.cp(x,))(-~,~)-(-~,.(P(Yoj)(”.ll)fa(lzj cp ,Y,)i;x,,: 
= -xg. d4’o)(xizj. 
Hence 
(G(g) + @~j) (p(,~p)(&,) = :Xp. -(D(yo)j(.~,lj. (*I 
(1) For every finite subset SC F there is fi E L* such that 
cp(x,) = xg .,f, mod(L), Vx, E L, with o(g) E S. 
We proceed by induction on n = card(S). If n = 1 and S = {x> we find 




ilLh G(h) # --z 
0 otherwise 
Let xg E L, and a(g) = 2. It readily follows from ( * j and condition (a) that 
cp(x,)=x,-f, mod(Z). 
If card (S) = n > 0: let IX,, E S and consider S’ = S’: ix,>. The inductive 
hypothesis ensures the existence off,. EL* such that 
cp(x,) = xg .fs. mod(E): vx, E L, with G(g) E S’. 
Consider the derivation 40’ : L -+ L* which is given by q’(s) = cp(x) - x .fs., 
Vx E L. Let i’ E L* be given by 
- q’( 4’0) = A’. 
Equality (* ) then implies that 
xg . i E 0 mod(L), vx, E L, with a(g) E S’. 
As in the first part of the proof we define f,, E L* by 
1 
i’ 1 Lh G(h) f --a0 
fz,l Lk = Z, + G(h) 
0 otherwise. 
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Then cp’(x,) = xg .f,, mod(L) for xg E L, with o(g) = r0 while 
xg .f,, = 0 mod(Z), V’x, E L, with c(g) E S’. Put fs := fs +f,,. Then 
cp(x,) = xg .fs. = xg .fs mod(E) whenever xg E L, with a(g) E s’. If x, E L, 
and a(g) = uO, then 
= xg .f, + xg -fsr 
= xg . fs mod( L”), as desired. 
(2) The canonical mapping H’(L, L*) -+ H’(L, L*/L”) is the zero 
map. 
As L is finitely generated we can find a finite generating set Mc L con- 
sisting of homogeneous elements. Clearly, M defines a finite subset Q c G 
and we put S := a(Q j. Let Y : L + L*l,? be a derivation whose residue 
class lies in the image of the above map. Then there is a derivation 
cpp: L+L* such that Y= rco rp. Of course rc: L* --+ L*/z denotes the 
canonical projection. By (I), we find fs E L* such that p(x) =x .fs mod(L), 
VXE M. Consequently, Y(x) = x. ( fs + z), ‘d-x EL and Y is inner. This 
proves our assertion. 
We next consider the exact sequence 0 -+ 2 + L* + L*;z -+ 0 and the 
resulting long exact cohomolgy sequence 
-+ P(L, L*$) + H’(L, 2) -+ H’(L, L*) -+ H’(L, L*‘2) +. 
Note that the left hand term coincides with (L*jz)L. If f + L” is an element 
of this space: then y0 .f E J! which means that y,, .f 1 L, = 0 for all but finitely 
many elements gE G. Since ad yOIL = o(g) id, it follows from (a) that 
f E L’. Consequently, ( L*/L)L vankhes and g we obtain the desired 
isomorphism. 1 
Remark. The above result entails the decomposition Der,(L, L*) = 
Der,(L, 2) + Inn,(L, L*). 
We shall now specialize our considerations to the algebra 9 and the 
f-module f*. Note that g inherits a G-gradation from 9 via 
(G), := (fq*:f(&=O, V/kG\(-r};. 
This readily yields that h .f= of, Vh E A, Vf Egl. Hence the ( s)Z are 
4-eigenspaces with eigenvalue function 1. 
We recall that (g*)Y = {f~ p*; x .f = 0, Vx ~9). This shows that (p*)f 
can be naturally identified with n,*. According to (1.5) every linear map- 
ping f:a+a* can be extended to a derivation qr: 9 -+ p* by setting 
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q+(x)(~) = 0 whenever .Y E 9’ or DEB’. Let f := (q;f~Hom,(*t, a*))? 
then r is contained in Der,( 9, ;)O c Der,( 9, f.* ). 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that aii # 0, 1 d id n. Then Der,( p(A), g(ff )*) 
= r@ Inn,( g(A), g(A)*) and dim,H’( g(A j, g(A)*) = (n - tj’. 
ProoJ Lemma 3 of [l] shows that (1.2) applies and we therefore 
obtain 
Let q: q + a be a derivation of degree zero. Let h be an arbitrary element 
of ~5. Then 
We propose to show that q(d) c (g)“. Let h E A. It obviously s&ices to 
verify .x.cp(hj=O for XE~U (e,, 1 <i<n) u (f-;; i <i<nl. If -YEA, then 
.u.cp(h)E(g)O. As A is abelian we have x.q(h)l,=O proving ?c.p(h)=Q, 
The linear mapping ej. q(h) is contained in (gj,;. The desired result 
now follows from (ei. cp(h))(“L) = -q(h )( [ei.J;]) = - y(h)(h:) = 0. The 
argument for the f;s is completely analogous. 
Consider the linear mapping f := cp 1 II. In accordance with our earlier 
convention, f~ Hom,(+ CZ,* j. It follows that q’ := q - qf is a degree zero 
derivation which vanishes on a. 
We proceed by verifying the following identities: 
(1) y’(eij(fi)= -q’(L)(ei), 16idn. 
(2) y’(hij(h)=O, 1 didn,VhEA. 
We have 
= ~i(hjf~‘(f;j(eij + y’iei)(fij). 
On the other hand it follows that 
(a+:; 
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Thus I’ = 0, 1 < i < n and the substitution h = hi in ( * ) readily yields 
the validity of (1). Now ( * ) also entails (2). 
We put CT~ := cp’(eij(fi). Then (1) forces $(Aj(ei) = -rsi and we define 
2. E (j?). via i.(hi) = - gi, i/*~ =O. Then (2) shows that h .jU =0= q’(h), 
Vlh~,4 and cp’(ei)(fij=oi= (ei.ij(fij, 16idn as well as cp’(fi)(ei)= -oi= 
(fi. l)(e,), 1 < i < n. This qualifies cp’ as an inner derivation and we see that 
cpEr+Inn,(g,;jcT+Inn,(~,~*). As a result, we have Der,(g,;)c 
r+ Inn,(y, g*). 
Consider the Z-linear mapping G: G -+ F which is given by rr(zi) = 1, 
16 i < n (G = @r= i Zrj). It readily follows from our introductory remarks 
that condition (a) of (3.1) holds. If &E R, 1 < id n are given by ai = 6,: 
then (ad c,“= i I$) = C, E G a(g)p,. Hence (3.1) applies and Der,(p, g*j= 
DerAg, 8) + InnAg, p*) = r+ InnAf, f*). 
Finally assume cp to be contained in Tn Inn& 9, f*). Then there is 
i E (q*)O such that q(x) = .~.j., V’XE 9. It follows that q Id = 0, thus 
cp=o. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. Let I-:= {cpr: & +d;fe Hom,(&, R*)}. Then Del-,(&, d*) 
= r@ Inn,(d, 6*) and dim,H’(&, 6*) = (2n - L)2. 
ProoJ Since every derivation q: d + z is a sum of homogeneous com- 
ponents (( 1.1)) and all derivations of nonzero degree are, according to 
( 1.2), inner, it suffices to’ consider homogeneous derivations of degree 0. Let 
cp :& + 3 be such a derivation. Recall that & = @ 3: p,, 8,. As cp has degree 0 
we obtain cp(&,) c (6),. It follows that rp(E,) = 0 for M > 0. Since [e, &] = 
c 1,o 8, the above observations show in conjunction with (1.5) that 
Der,(E, 6), and Der,(&, &*) = Hom,(k, A*) are canonically isomorphic. 
Consequently, Der,(d, 6) = r+ Inn,(G, z). Since (3.1) applies with 
a(a,) = 1, 1 < i<n it follows that Der,(&, L*) = r+ Inn,(d, &*). Now let 
cp~f-n Inn,(L, L*). As cp has degree zero, we find ;.E (& such that 
q(x) =x . i Vx E L. In particular ~(4) = 0, which readily yields cp = 0. 1 
Let L be an arbitrary Lie algebra, C’(L, F) the vector space of bilinear 
alternating forms on Lx L. According to (1.3) of [6] the mapping 
8: C’(L, F) + Hom,(L, L*), O(~)(X)(Y) :=f(x, y) induces an injective map 
8: H’(L, F) + H’(L, L*) whose image is given by the set of all residue 
classes which are represented by derivations satisfying 
d-~)(Y) = -dy)(x), vx, y E L.. (*) 
Our above results then entail the following facts concerning H*( L, F) -, or 
equivalently, the central extensions of L. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. The following statements hold: 
(I) Ifa,,#O; 1 Gidn, then dim,H’(g(A), F)=(“T’). 
(2) dim,H2(&(A), F) = (2”,(). 
Proof ( 1) Since inner derivations satisfy ( * j it suffices, according ro 
(3.2j to determine those elements of r which have this property; these 
obviously correspond to those f E Hom,( LZ, Q*) with f(xj(l*) = -f(J)(x). 
b’s, y E a. Hence H2( p(A ), F) 2: ( a A n j*: the dual space of the two-fold 
wedge product of a. This proves our assertion. 
(2 j This follows by using (3.3) and by replacing 9(A j and a in the 
above, by &(A) and A, respectively. 1 
Remark. In the case of (2) when &(A) finite dimensional one can 
actually compute the cohomology groups H’(d(A), F) for arbitrary k. The 
subalgebra A is known to act trivially on @(L(A), F). Since the weights of 
the A-module Ck(8(,4), F) = (I,;=, E(A))* are just sums of positive roots it 
follows that the canonical restriction map @(6(A), F) --+ @(A: Fj is injec- 
tive. It is easy to see that this mapping is also onto, whence 
irk(&(&4), F) z @(A, F) and dim,Hk(G(A): F) = (*“,‘j. 
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